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QUESTIONS ON THE COHO
story of the stocking
of Coho salmon ( Oncorhynchus
kesutch) in the Great Lakes is known
by sportsmen throughout the United
States.
These initial introductions
recommended by fishery biologists
were successful beyond anyone's expectations.
There isn't a person
working in the field of conservation
who wouldn't want to duplicate the
Great Lakes salmon introduction if
he felt it were possible.
Let's look at the facts involved in
this success story. Lake Michigan has
an area of 22,400 square miles, and
this is the body of water where initial introductions were most successful. Moosehead Lake in Maine has
an area of 117 square miles. Lake
Michigan is over 190 times as large
as our biggest fresh-water lake. In
fact, the total inland water area of
the entire State of Maine is 2,203
square miles. Therefore, Lake Michigan alone contains about IO times the
inland water area that we have in the
entire State of Maine.
To grow any fish, food must be
available in the right amount, the
right kind and at the right time. To
attain a large size a salmon must
have a forage fish in great abundance.
Lake Michigan had this forage fish
in the landlocked alewife. The alewife had become most abundant with
the decline of its chief predator, the
lake trout, or as we call it in Maine,
togue. The decline of the lake trout
is attributed to the introduction of
the sea lamprey when the Great
Lakes were opened to the ocean.

T

HE SUCCESS

Another factor involved is the enrichment of the Great Lakes by industrial and domestic pollution. This
pollution has caused an increase in
the fertility and a consequent increase
in the algae bloom. The algae and
other plankton organisms have increased and have enabled the lake
to grow more pounds of fish to the
acre. This poundage has been filled
by the alewife, and published reports
estimate that alewives alone made up
95 per cent of all the fish in the lake
when cohos were introduced. With
this abundant food supply, a predator
such as the Coho salmon could be the
answer to the fish manager's prayer.
In Lake Michigan it was.

T

IS often asked why
can't we try Pacific salmon in
Maine?
The answer is: We have.
All five species of west coast salmon
have been stocked in Maine rivers
and many lakes. In some cases, some
returns were realized, but the species
did not reproduce, and to date they
have not reproduced in Michigan
under natural conditions. All of their
results have been from hatcheryreared fish.
Maine is managing its most suitable
rivers for Atlantic salmon and many
of our larger lakes for its close relative, the landlocked salmon. The Atlantic Ocean is the rearing area for
the sea-run variety.
Food in the
ocean is abundant, and ten pounds
for a two-year sea fish is normal. Our
HE QUESTION

inland lakes are not chemically productive bodies of water. Presently we
are having problems with maintaining sufficient forage fish for our own
native salmon. The smelt is the main
forage fish, and this species is noted
for fluctuations in abundance. Maine
biologists
are now experimenting
with the landlocked alewife as a possible forage fish for landlocked salmon and other game fish. Nearly
three years ago, this species was introduced into several bodies of water
to provide
information about its
habits and potential as a forage fish
here in Maine.
Your Maine Fish and Game Department is doing everything possible
to improve angling in Maine, and we
would certainly be remiss if we did
not explore all the angles and all the
possibilities for new introductions of
fish in Maine.

W

have had some unfortunate
experiences with the introduction of brown trout in salmon waters
as well as some success where salmon
were not present.
Cohos were great in the Great
Lakes, but let's not jump until we see
how deep the water is. And let's not
laugh when someone
says, "Let's
have Cohos."
E
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THE COVER
The familiar porcupine is neither a
friend of many nor an enemy of many.
To most of us, he is simply a woodland
nonentity.
His story is on
page 27.

Kenneth W. Hodgdon

T

By Tom Shoener
ODAY, we are on the thresh-

old of a new fishing season. The days and weeks
ahead are the ones we have waited
for impatiently as winter relucantly yielded her icy grasp
on our favorite waters.
Our
thoughts carry us to the little
trout stream and the sprawling
salmon lake, to nights of testing
quiet coves for lurking bass, and
days of dredging the mysterious
depths of a togue hole.
The anticipation and excitement of looking forward to a fishing season mean as much to the
angler as the adventures themselves and the memories they produce. Once, started, the cycle
never ends. That's what makes a
fisherman-for-life out of a crewcut youngster with an alder pole
and a bent pin.
That's what
makes a usually-starchy professor
slog through
four miles of
swamps and woods to a little pond
where he has the time of his life
catching eight-inch native brook
trout.
The extremes to which a fisherman will go in pursuit of his
piscatorial pleasures are little
short of incredible. He will use
almost every imaginable form of
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transportation to get where he is
going.
He will drag along a
tackle box heavy with at lea.st one
of every fishing lure ever invented, most of which he will
never use. He will motor five
miles down the lake to catch a
mess of pickerel and perch when
he could have done the same thing
:from the dock in front of his
camp. And he will come home
and tell anyone who will listen
about the bass - "at least this
long" - that wrapped up in a
snag and broke the line. These
scenes, and many more, are repeated thousands of times each
year, and 1967 was no exception.
Aside from the many wonderful memories it produced, perhaps the most notable aspect of
the 1967 season was the brook
fishing which started off "hot"
and remained that way all summer long.
Unlike most years,
there was plenty of water in the
streams through the entire season, and brook fishermen were
never lacking action. With these
good conditions last year allowing better .survival and spawning,
we can look for another year of
fun on the trout streams. Those
I ~whose
angling inclinations lean
toward other goals - whether
they be hornpout or Atlantic salm,I on - were well rewarded last
· year, also.
We have no reason
/
.
to believe that the same will not
be the case in 1968.

~'

this past winter provided plenty of sport and a welcome break for the outdoorsman
in the otherwise long winter.

I

CE FISHING

Harold Smith of Athens made "The
One That Didn't Get Away Club" with
this brown trout he caught at
Moose Pond.

The snowmobile craze continued
in high gear, and at times it appeared questionable whether the
primary pursuit on our lakes was
fishing or snowmobiling.
Certainly these machines have revolutionized the sport of the serious
ice fisherman by permitting easier access to remote waters. In
the process, much of the pressure
has been relieved on some of the
traditional
and easily reached
winter fishing grounds.
However, it does not appear that the
total number of ice fishermen is
much greater now than before
the snowmobile came into popular
usage.
This winter's individual fishing
honors certainly go to Lewellyn
Daigle of Pittston, who iced a
near state-record pickerel at Pernaquid Pond. The fish weighed
6 lbs. 4 oz. and was 28 inches
long.
Another very respectable fish
taken this winter was a 27%-inch
Maine Fish and Game -
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brook trout weighing 7 lbs. 81/2
oz. This beautiful squaretail was
caught by Les Smith of Mt.
Desert at Long Pond, Mt. Desert.

make the Club in 1967?
A fat file of application
cards indicates that there were a
lot of fishermen who did.
The
Club, of course, is "The One That
Didn't Get Away Club." It is run
by the Department of Economic
Development for the purpose of
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Lure

The Angler

The Fish

Alfred C. Blake, Scituate, Mass.
William Raeder, Newton Highlands, Mass.
Dale S. Hilbourne, York, Me.
Charles Metcalf, Rowley, Mass.
Roland V. Hiscock, Rockport, Mass.
Christopher Percy, Simsbury, Conn.

5-11
5-5
5-2
5-1
5-0
5-0

211,~
22%
20

22%
21
23

30
30
29~~

Where

Caught

15
20
10
10
20
5

Parson Tom
Mooselook Wobbler
Mickey Finn
Red & White fly
Chevy Chase
Jack Daniels nymph

Piere€'
Piere€'
Lower
Pierce
Sebago
Pierce

Pond
Pond
Wilson Pond
Pond
Lake
Pond

25
15
20
28
20

live bait
Flatfish
Sewed smelt
Sewed smelt
Smelt

Swan Lake
Moose Pond
China Lake

Sewed bait
Sucker
Mooselook Wobbler
Sewed bait
Sewed bait
Mooselook Wobbler

Moosehead Lake
Moosehead Lake
Sebec Lake
Moosehead Lake
Moosehead Lake
Spencer Lake

Lewis H. Littlefield, Winterport, Me.
Harold Smith, Athens, Mi€'.
George A. Vigue, Winslow, Me.
Frederick R. Cross, Belfast, Me.
Eugene Lanteigne, Oakland, Me.

11-8
10-6

Seldon Bunker, Sr., Augusta, Me·.
Barney A. Frost, Waterville, Me.
Robert St. Laurent, Somersworth, N. H.
Donald Cormier, Waterville, Me.
Neal A. Jenkins, North Monmouth, Me.
Althea R. Kur ry, Raymond, Me.

23-12
23-8
23

40%
38~~
381,~

20

36

19
19

36
34

18
25
30
12
25
40

Harry Boucher,

10

28

25

Green Drake

25
29
25%

30
55
5

Mooselook Wobbler
Live minnow
Grey Ghost

Mud-Cross Lake
Thoroughfare
Square Lake
Damariscotta Lake
Eagle Lake

36%

75
30
90
40

Macintosh dry fly
Silver Grey Bomber
Squirrel tail fly
Cosseboom

Machias River
Machias River
Narr agu agus River
Nar r agu ag'us River

4
10
5
15
15

Frog
Dying Flutter
Frog
Minnow
Silver Doctor fly

Cobbossee Stream
Cobbosee Lake
Cobbossee Stream
Hogan Pond
Threemile Pond

Dardevle
Live minnow
Flex-crawler
Mooselook Wobbler

Saco River
Kezar Lake
Little Sebago Lake
Sebago Lake

Sinclair,

Me.

Peter Isaacson, Lewiston, Me.
Ernest W. Merchant, Needham, Mass.
George M. Baker, Monticello, Me.
Thomas
Wayn€'
Robert
Avenire

Maloy, Machiasport, Me.
Johnson, Bangor, Me.
M. Mcilvain, Downington.
Fracassi, Barre, Vt.

Pa.

Mahlon H. Thomas, Gardiner, Me.
William F. Langley, Lexington, Mass.
Mahlon H. Thomas, Gardiner, Me.
Richard L. Crocker, Auburn, Me.
Lucien Poulin, Augusta, Me.
Lawrence J. Mauzer all, Pownal, Me.
Benjamin Ferris II, Wellesley Hills. Mass.
Willard L. Miller, Yarmouth, Me.
Dana Littlefield, Falmouth, Me.

John and Daniel Wetzel, Fanwood, N.J.

Maine Fish and Game -

below, along with information on
the top fish entered in each category. Official application cards
are carried by all wardens, who
must check the fish's weight for
a prospective
Club member.
Weight can be certified by two
disinterested persons and later
reported to a warden.
Of course, in order to qualify
for the Club, a fisherman must
hold a Maine license and catch
his trophy in accordance with the
fishing laws of the State.

giving deserved recognition to
fishermen who land extraordinarily large fish in Maine.
Considerable prestige in angling circles befalls the lucky fisherman who becomes a Club member, aside from the personal satisfaction one gets out of outwitting
a lunker. Official recognition of
the outstanding catch includes a
shoulder patch and a handsome
certificate signed by the Governor of Maine.
Qualifying weights are given

Spring, 1968

9-11
9-8
9-4

8-12
8-9
8-4

17-15
15-12
15-8
15-6

30

29%

34
34
34

7-8

7-4
7-2

6-14
6-14
5
4-8

24%

4-7

25~~
25

4-1

26

17

5
3
5

Salmon Lake

Long Lake

3

SUMITHION
a possible candidate
By Howard E. Spencer, Jr.
Assistant Chief, Game Division

l'iloto~

TODAY is faced with many pesticide problems, and our Maine woods and waters are no exception. Pressing our natural resource managers is the need
for a substitute for DDT. It has been used in Maine to
suppress the spruce budworm which periodically reaches
epidemic proportions in our vast coniferous forests.
Despite its effectiveness as an insecticide, DDT does have
undesirable side effects in some cases. Obviously, a safer
yet effective substitute is needed.
In 1967, a new substance, "Zectran," was given a limited test and found unsatisfactory for controlling the bud-

T

HE WORLD

Four test areas-each
2,640 acres-are
located in Oxbow
and adjoining townships. Black area in inset outline of Maine
shows approximate location of townships involved.

hy .Iot-l

:ll:trsll

worm. This year, "Sumithion" is a much brighter hope as
a possible substitute for DDT in the control of the budworm. About the time this article appears in print, an
"operational test" will be underway in the Oxbow area
of Aroostook County-the locale of a serious budwonn
infestation-employing this new material. Although referred to as "new," the chemical has actually been known
for some time and has undergone laboratory and field
testing.
Bio-chemists classify Sumithion as a member of the
organophosphorus family of insecticides. It breaks down
relatively soon after application and unlike DDT does not
build up toxic residues. Also, unlike DDT, it has a relatively low toxicity to fish, but is reported to be potentially
hazardous to birds when applied at certain dosages. We

feel that our readers will be interested in the nature of
the test and the steps which are being taken to determine
the effects of the application upon fish and wildlife populations as well as upon the budworm.
After careful consideration by the U. S. Forest Service,
the Maine Forest Service, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and the Maine Department of Agriculture, a test
of the material has been designed. This test will involve
aerial spraying of four blocks of forest in the Oxbow Plantation area in late May and June 1968. The test has been
approved by the Federal Committee on Pest Control and
the Maine Board of Pesticides Control.
The approximate locations of the test areas are shown
on the map. Each block is 2,640 acres in size. Two blocks
will be sprayed by air during an early stage of budworm
larval development and the remaining two at a later stage
of development.
Treatment in all blocks will be at the
rate of six ounces of Sumithion in one-half gallon emulsion per acre.

In order to evaluate the test, all co-operating agencies
will be conducting both pre- and post-spraying studies.
Spruce budworm populations before and after will be determined. Samples of fish populations will be caught,
marked, and released prior to the test and re-sampled fol-

Studies will be conducted on fish and aquatic insect life to
evaluate effects of Sumithion.

lowing the test. Observations of fish and aquatic insect behavior during the study will be carried out, and water sampling followed by chemical analysis will provide data
on possible changes caused by the Sumithion.
Bird life in the area will be studied. Some caged birds
will be used and a sample of these later sacrificed for
chemical analyses of tissues. Changes in the species
composition of birds in the test area will be appraised and
searches carried out for dead birds. Although it is known
that Sumithion has a low toxicity for mammals, any dead
mammals found will also be examined.
It is hoped that Sumithion may prove successful in budworm control without undue and unacceptable losses to
fish and wildlife resources. At least, it will not leave future
residues to cause unknown problems.

Field and laboratory analysis will reveal any changes brought
about in wildlife populations.
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Rainbows
Downeast?
Maine
already has
rainbow trout; any
future introductions must
be carefully planned.

By Donald F. Mairs
Fishery Biologist

~~ w
/

you guys get on the ball and
give us some rainbow fishing in Maine?"
I've been asked this question a number
of times, and I expect that most other members of
the Fishery Division have had similar experiences.
Often, however, the questioner is surprised to learn
that we do have rainbow trout in Maine and that
they provide some excellent sport.
Probably the best known Maine rainbow population is that in the upper Kennebec River and its
tributaries, primarily between the dams at Bingham
and Solon. Rainbow trout were stocked in this
general area in 1933, 1934, 1937, and 1954; it is apparent that fish now taken there are wild, having
been spawned and reared in the local streams. Each
spring, good catches are made from the main river,
as well as from such tributaries as Austin Stream,
and Mink, Joe Foss, and Jackson brooks.
Less well known are the rainbows of the upper
Androscoggin.
Here, anglers take· hefty fish from
the Androscoggin itself and also work the tributaries, including the Swift, Bear, Sunday, Pleasant,
and Wild rivers. Some of these streams provide allsummer fishing for small 'bows, as well as brook
trout. Field work in the summer of 1966 established
that natural reproduction is occurring in these
streams, but probably some of the rainbows caught
in the area are the result of annual stocking by the
New Hampshire Fish and Game Department in that
portion of the Androscoggin .dr'ai nage lying within
6

HY DON'T

their state. The U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife also stocks some streams of the White
Mountain National Forest, including the Wild River
and Evans Brook in Maine, and some of these fish
may eventually drop down into the main river.
At least one remnant of the formerly excellent
Aroostook River rainbow fishery still exists. Otter
Brook in Caribou, last stocked in 1942, was electrofished in 1966 and found to be maintaining a healthy
population of rainbows.

benefit of those not familiar with the
redside, as the rainbow is sometimes called,
perhaps a discussion of his appearance and life
history would be of interest. He might be described
as a western cousin of our landlocked salmon, having
originated in the cool waters and mountain streams
of the Pacific slope. There are many wild races of
rainbow trout, including a sea-run form (called the
steelhead) which matures in the ocean as does our
Atlantic salmon.
The rainbow is a handsome fish, though variable
in color. He is generally quite silvery, with many
distinct black spots on head, back, sides, and tail.
There is a more or less con picuous stripe of red,
pink, or purple along the sides ; this stripe may be
hardly visible on the very silvery specimens often
found in lakes and open streams.
The back frequently displays greenish or bluish hues, especially

F
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in stream fish. As with the familiar brook trout,
rainbows from beaver ponds or deep pools in shaded
brooks are often so dark as to appear almost black.
Colors are usually brightest during the spawning
season.
In contrast to our native fall-spawning trout and
salmon, the rainbow is a spring-spawner in his West
Coast home. However, biologists have experimented
with selective breeding and artificial lighting to the
point where they can make rainbows produce eggs
nearly every month of the year, and strains which
will spawn wild in the fall are now available. Maine
rainbows are spr ing-spawners,
though, and are
usually to be found on their beds from late April to
mid May.
The spawning procedure is similar to that of our
native salmonids, with construction of a dugout nest
or redd in gravel or rubble areas of stream beds,
simultaneous discharge of eggs and sperm, and unguarded incubation in the redds for varying periods
depending on prevailing water temperatures. Usually the eggs hatch in four to six weeks, and after a
period of subsistence on the contents of the yolk sac,
the fry rise from the gravel to start life on their own.
Rate of growth is variable from stream to stream,
depending on many factors, especially temperature,
food supply, and density of trout and competing
species.
An age and growth study of Kennebec
River rainbows showed them to be growing well,
with some fish in their fourth growing season approaching 20 inches in length.

ANY MAINE fishermen are surprised to learn
that at one time rainbows were widely stocked
in this state. From 1933 to 1947 alone, 'bows were
stocked in 82 Maine lakes and streams. While the
redsides provided fishing almost everywhere they
were planted, they soon disappeared from most

M

waters, remaining now only in the three general locations mentioned in the opening paragraphs of this
article.
Why did the rainbows disappear from the other
locations? One of the readiest theories was that the
mineral content of our waters was not suited for this
species. To be sure, the 'bow originated and has enjoyed his greatest success in waters harder and more
alkaline than most of ours. Laboratory and hatchery
experiments have established that rainbow eggs
exhibit better fertilization rates and higher hatchability in hard waters, rich in calcium; and field
experience in our neighboring states of Vermont and
New Hampshire indicates that the species is more
successful in colonizing hard waters in those sections.
Still, rainbow trout have succeeded in the soft, acid
waters of the upper Androscoggin and Kennebec
basins, as well as in similar waters elsewhere in the
country, so water chemistry cannot be the whole
answer.
Another idea was that the highly migatory nature
of these trout may have led them to go downstream
at every opportunity, until they eventually reached
heavily polluted or otherwise unfavorable environments where they perished or were unable to return
to the stocking areas. This may have been a factor,
too. It appears, though, that in many places there
were simply no suitable areas for reproduction, so
that the rainbows finally died out without replenishment from hatchery sources, just as our brook trout,
salmon, and togue would be unable to maintain themselves today in some waters without regular stocking.
The exact reasons for the redside's failure to become widely established in Maine will probably
never be known, as the period of heaviest stocking

Rainbows are variable in color, though generally silvery
with red, pink, or purple stripe on sides.
Distinct black
spots mark body and fins.
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was characterized by a "try-tem-and-see" attitude,
with little attention being paid to the requirements
of the species or to a proper biological evaluation of
what was in fact going on. Not until 1954 were
scientific studies initiated on the Maine rainbow,
and by then the species had all but disappeared from
most of the formerly stocked waters.

ow THAT WE'VE reviewed something of the biology, history, and status of the rainbow trout
in Maine, let's take a look at some of the specific
characteristics of the beast. Like all other sport
fish, he has his advantages and disadvantages, and
the extent to which these weigh against one another
determines to what use the rainbow is put by fishery
managers across the country.
That the 'bow is a fine sport fish will be disputed
by very few who have caught him. Generally, he
fights harder than the brookie and often takes to the
air in his efforts to free himself from the hook. As
a stream fish, he is easier to catch than the brown
trout but usually a little cagier than the brookie.

N

On the table, his reputation is somewhat controversial; most gourmets rate him inferior to the
brook trout, but millions of fishermen across the
country find him quite acceptable.
Hatchery-reared
rainbows
sometimes
display
greater longevity than brookies, often exhibiting
more over-wintering potential.
Redsides are generally considered to stand up better than brook trout
against trash-fish competition, but they are not as
self-sufficient as brown trout in this regard. Likewise, although they prefer clean, cold water, they appear intermediate between brookies and brownies in
their ability to withstand higher temperatures and
pollution.
Another advantage is that 'bows often
bite quite well during the warmer months, when
fishing for some of the other cold-water species has
slacked off. Also, there are reports that rainbows
can better utilize the limited productivity of infertile
ponds - like many in Maine - than can brook and
brown trout.
An examination of these characteristics would
certainly lead one to believe that the rainbow has a
great deal going for him - and indeed he has.
There is, however, one drawback to rainbow management that could have serious consequences to us
here in Maine. It seems that workers in a neighboring state have found that when rainbows become
established in salmon lakes, the salmon fishery often
declines. Not only that, but the rainbow fishing in
these situations is not of a high enough quality to
compensate for the lost salmon! Now, here is food
for thought. Maine is justly famed far and wide
for the quality of her landlocked salmon fishing.
Many, if not most, nonresidents who come here to
angle for landlocks could find reasonably good rainbow fishing at home. Clearly, it would make neither
economic nor biological sense to endanger a nearlyunique salmon fishery for the sake of a possible rainbow fishery, even a very good one.

does not mean that we must turn
our backs on the rainbow. Indeed, we are obligated to manage our present rainbow trout populations as well as we can and to keep open minds on
future possibilities for expanded use of this fish.
We must, however, be certain that any expansion of
rainbow range in Maine be carefully controlled and
that it be so designed as to enhance, rather than
jeopardize, Maine's enviable position in the world of
outdoor sports.

T

HE FOREGOING

The upper Kennebec River and tributaries between Wyman
Dam (background) and Solon, is Maine's most productive
rainbow area.
8
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In October of 1963, two women
also were taking a short cut from
the Knife Edge to Chimney Pond.
This mistake cost the lives of one
woman and the ranger who tried
to rescue her.
Anyone climbing on Mt. Katahdin should definitely not leave
the marked trail for anyreason,
especially while crossing the
Knife Edge. Injury or even death
could be the consequence.
Do as the signs say, follow the
markers, and you may never meet
the Warden Service Alpine Rescue
Team. This will make for a happier vacation all around.

word of the accident from my supervisor,
Dave Priest.
He had already
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been crossing the Knife Edge and
had decided to take a short cut to
Chimney Pond. They had come
down over the face some distance
when his father, in attempting to
climb down over a waterfall, had
slipped and fallen ten or twelve
feet. The son had then returned
to the Knife Edge and proceeded
across and down the mountain to
get help. The boy was very calm
but was unable to, pinpoint his
father's exact location.
Glenn and I then communicated
with Roaring Brook Campground
and learned that two more of the
six man team would be arriving
in the morning. After lunch, we
started for Pamola Peak at approximately 12 :45 a.m.
It was a slow ascent, for we
each had a light, and we were

for the next
h identifies the
nberline. At 3
l the peak. We
comfortable as
sssion behind a
eak and waited
ound 4 o'clock,
ght. The surside looked as
t packed in cotwas a strange
n that manner
mountain tops
l.

aing our way
Edge at 4 :15.
-here far below
1 crevasses, the
oice came trailing upward. It could not be pinpointed due to echo. We continued across the Knife Edge until it sounded directly under us,
then started down. Guided by
his continuous yelling, we reached
a point where we could see him at
around 5 o'clock. He was at the
bottom of a chasm, lying in the
brook which ran through it. At
his back was a sheer drop of
thirty feet, and in front of him it
dropped off again straight down.
After rigging up in slings, we
rappelled down the face to where
he was. His only concern was for
his son's safety, and he was very
pleased when we told him Jim
was safe. He ate some raisins
and took a couple of pain killing
pills we had brought. We then
decided that Glenn would go on
9

KATAHDIN in Baxter
State Park, Maine, reaches
a height of 5267 feet and
is the State's highest mountain.
In July 1966, Mr. Charles Ludwig
and his son, from ·Barrington,
Rhode Island, were climbing on
the mountain and, while attempting to take a short cut from the
Knife Edge to Chimney Pond, Mr.
Ludwig had the misfortune to fall
in a highly inaccessible place and
severely injure himself.
This
is the story of his painstakingly
slow rescue by the Warden Service
Alpine Rescue Team, other game
wardens, park rangers, and volunteers. It is hoped that readers
will benefit from the story of Mr.
Ludwig's accident.
In October of 1963, two women
also were taking a short cut from
the Knife Edge to Chimney Pond.
This mistake cost the lives of one
woman and the ranger who tried
to rescue her.
Anyone climbing on Mt. Katahdin should definitely not leave
the marked trail for anyreason,
especially while crossing the
Knife Edge, Injury or even death
could be the consequence.
Do as the signs say, follow the
markers, and you may never meet
the Warden Service Alpine Rescue
Team. This will make for a happier vacation all around.
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Dave Priest.
He had already
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notified Glenn Speed of Haynesville, another member of the
Mountain Rescue Team, who was
on his way. Glenn and I met at
East Millinocket and left for
Roaring Brook Campground in
Baxter State Park.
Arriving
there around 9 :30 p.m., we immediately began the 3.3 mile hike
up to Chimney Pond Campground
and got there at midnight. Many
people were still up and there was
a strange tenseness in the air.
The group gathered in the
ranger's cabin and by lamplight
began to figure a plan. The injured man's son showed us on the
map where he had left his father
at around 4 o'clock that afternoon. He stated that they had
been crossing the Knife Edge and
had decided to take a short cut to
Chimney Pond. They had come
down over the face some distance
when his father, in attempting to
climb down over a waterfall, had
slipped and fallen ten or twelve
feet. The son had then returned
to the Knife Edge and proceeded
across and down the mountain to
get help. The boy was very calm
but was unable to, pinpoint his
father's exact location.
Glenn and I then communicated
with Roaring Brook Campground
and learned that two more of the
six man team would be arriving
in the morning. After lunch, we
started for Pamola Peak at approximately 12 :45 a.m.
It was a slow ascent, for we
each had a light, and we were

continually searching for the next
painted rock which identifies the
trail above the timberline. At 3
o'clock, we reached the peak. We
made ourselves as comfortable as
possible in a depression behind a
piled rock wind-break and waited
for daylight. Around 4 o'clock,
it began to get light. The surrounding countryside looked as
though it had been packed in cotton batting.
It was a strange
sight to see fog in that manner
with just a few mountain tops
poking up through.
We began inching our way
across the Knife Edge at 4 :15.
Then, from somewhere far below
amid the rocks and crevasses, the
sound of a man's voice came trailing upward. It could not be pinpointed due to echo. We continued across the Knife Edge until it sounded directly under us,
then started down. Guided by
his continuous yelling, we reached
a point where we could see him at
around 5 o'clock. He was at the
bottom of a chasm, lying in the
brook which ran through it. At
his back was a sheer drop of
thirty feet, and in front of him it
dropped off again straight down.
After rigging up in slings, we
rappelled down the face to where
he was. His only concern was for
his son's safety, and he was very
pleased when we told him Jim
was safe. He ate some raisins
and took a couple of pain killing
pills we had brought. We then
decided that Glenn would go on
9

down the mountain to meet the
others when they got there and
lead them back.
He took both 120 foot climbing
ropes and tied them together. I
snubbed the rope and played it
out to him as I felt him going
down over. When I heard him
holler okay, I let go, and the rope
disappeared.
I watched for him
for a long time far below but
didn't see him.
Then began a very strange,
frustrating day in my life. I soon
learned that this man's name was
Charles Ludwig and that he was
from Providence, Rhode Island.
We talked continuously all morning. I put a splint on his broken
leg and propped it up on a sleeping bag to keep it out of the brook.
Evidently the cold water, in
which his leg had been lying had
reduced the pain considerably.
I took my raincoat and wrapped
the leg in it. Continually I encouraged him and told him we

Ludwig fell while descending

l'llotos by "·anlpn
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Don Gray

this falls.

would have him out of there by
night.
By 10 :00 a.m., I was beginning
to be concerned as to the whereabouts of the others, and thoughts
of Glenn having fallen began to
enter my mind. At noon, no one
had come, and the sky grew black
and the wind began to blow terribly hard.
I knew then we
would never do it that day.
Shortly afterward, it began to
pour harder than I ever thought
possible, the rain accompanied by
really stunning
lightning
and
thunder.
In five minutes, the
small stream which we were in
turned into a raging torrent. The
waterfall was plummeting down
on top of "Charlie," and there was
nothing I could do. There was no
place to move him. It was bitter
cold, and we were both soaking
wet.
Small rocks picked up by the
fast moving water began to land
around us. I put my hard hat on
Charlie, who could not move and
could not even see what was com-

ing behind him. I kept my eyes
glued on the brink of the falls
knowing I could move a few feet
if I saw a rock coming. Luckily
no big ones came.
The noise was ear shattering,
and the lightning and thunder
only added to it. The wind was
curling the waterfall in front of
us right back in our faces. Charlie
had prayed aloud continually all
day and was still doing so, but I
could not hear him. The water
was landing on his back from the
falls above. He suddenly screamed
that the current was moving him.
The water had risen above his
waist and was moving him toward
the falls in front of us. I jumped
in front of him and braced him
with my knee. At this point he
was so in despair that he wanted
me to just let him go. When he
asked me to say a prayer for him
I did the best I could, and he
seemed to appreciate it.

In wire litter, Ludwig was inched back
up to the Knife Edge.
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Wardens, rangers, and volunteer
rescuers carried Ludwig from Knife
Edge to Thoreau Spring for helicopter
trip to Millinocket.

The whole thing continued and
showed no sign of letting up.
When it thundered, the whole
mountain trembled. Several times
he begged me to get out and save
myself.
Finally at 3 o'clock, I
knew I had to go or they would
find me there, too. I rolled a rock
over for him to brace himself on.
I told Charlie I was going for
help, for I was sure that Glenn
had not made it. He told me as I
left, "If I don't make it, Eric, tell
my wife and family that I prayed
for them."
I did not know if I could climb
out of the chasm with no rope or
not. I was so cold that shivering
resembled convulsions. By some
miracle, I clawed my way out of
the chasm and started for the
Knife Edge. All the rocks were
slippery, and the wind was blowing sleet so hard I could not keep
my eyes open without sheltering
them with one hand. Lightning
danced all around nearby.
Although I travelled in a roundabout way, I reached the Knife
Edge at the same place we started
from that morning. There I met
Glenn and Don Gray and Don
Walker, the other team members,
and Elmer Knowlton, the warden
from Millinocket. The wind was
so violent we couldn't stand up, so
we moved down in the lee of the
Knife Edge. Glenn and I started
down the mountain, for we were
not physically able to go down in
there again.
Gray and Walker
and several volunteers later went
down with dry clothing and food.
They made Charlie secure in a
Maine Fish and Game -
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wire litter for the night, then returned to the Knife Edge and
down to Chimney Pond.
That night the storm ceased,
but the wind continued.
As I
went to sleep, I was thankful to
be alive and prayed that Charlie
would be in the morning.
The next morning the wind
continued, but at least the sun
shone. We climbed the mountain
early and got down to Charlie at
about 8 o'clock. Due to the poor
footing and steepness of the terrain, the rescue was painstakingly slow. Assisted by numerous
volunteers, we were over four
hours lifting, sliding, and dragging Charlie 1,500 feet up to the
Knife Edge. He is a heavy man,
6'1" and 180 pounds. With
stretcher and clothes, he undoubtedly weighed a lot more. I
know we hurt him several times
jouncing him up over the rocks,
but he never complained once.
After reaching the Knife Edge,
the rescue was by no means completed. There still remained a lot
of rough going over to South
Peak and then across to Baxter
Peak. Carrying in six man shifts
approximately 50 yards at a time,
we reached Baxter some time late
in the afternoon.
From there,

it was a relatively simple carry
of about a mile down across the
plateau to Thoreau Spring.
A
large jet helicopter was waiting
there to lift him to Millinocket
Airport where an ambulance was
waiting.
Then began the long climb back
down the mountain to Roaring
Brook Campground.
It was a
good feeling to know that a man's
life had been saved by a combined
effort of men, one of w horn had
been me.
Charles Ludwig spent several
days in the Millinocket Hospital
recovering from a fractured leg,
dislocated shoulder, and a mild
case of pneumonia; and then he
was flown to a hospital nearer
his home in Rhode Island.
Through
later
correspondence
with him, I have learned that he
made a slow but complete recovery from his ordeal. I have
no doubt that he would agree with
this final analysis.

T. KATAHDIN is a majestic
thing of beauty that is unsurpassed in our State of Maine.
It is also a relentless enemy if
one breaks the rules and strays
from the time proven trails.
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Governor Kenneth M. Curtis presents the Federal Aviation
Administration's
annual Aviation Mechanic Safety Award to
Howard M. Lambertson,
Greenville, who maintains Fish and Game's
light planes. Looking on are, L. to R., Commission~r Ro~ald T.
Speers and Chief Pilot George W. Later of the ~a1.ne Fish and
Game Dept., Supervising Inspector Carroll E. Ph1.lbr1ck of the .
Federal Aviation Administration
and Inspector Linwood F. Wright
of the Maine Aeronautics Commission.

While hatchery fish do not have
to be fed as often in the winter
as in summer, Fred Gardner and
Ario Copp of the Oquossoc
hatchery often had to cut two
to six inches of ice to feed their
young trout and salmon.

Fishery biologist Matt Scott prepares
maps of the waters surveyed last
summer by members of the Fishery
Division as part of the continuing lake
survey project.
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Safety Officer John Marsh recently
supervised two hunting safety
instructor courses. The programs,
held at Farmington State College
and Gorham State College,
trained I 00 future teachers as hunting
safety instructors.

Fish and Game Commissioner
Ronald T. Speers,
left, and Chief Engineer John Ketner discuss the
progress of the Narraguagus
River
water control project.

Self defense is one of the many subjects
wardens at the annual, ten-week warden
University of Maine in Orono.
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learned by game
school held at the
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"T-WHUK!" The red squirrel, just
out of bed and bursting with energy, sounds off
like a fire alarm at the unwelcome hunter sitting on his feeding stump. Immediately, across the clearing, the buck sizes up the situation, remembers an appointment he has elsewhere, and hurries to keep it. There
is little the hunter can do now but lower his rifle, admire
the squirrel, and perhaps meditate about these "critters"
for a while.
Red squirrels range from Alaska in the north, easterly
to Labrador; and from Wyoming in the south, easterly to
Virginia. They are found primarily in evergreen forests;
therefore, the Great Plains creates in their range a gap
which extends into parts of Saskatchewan and Alberta.
An adult red squirrel will measure ten to fourteen inches,
tail included, and weigh in the vicinity of one-half pound.
The mating season occurs in late winter and early
spring, starting sometimes in early February and lasting
until mid-April. Usually there are five or six offspring,
born blind and naked in April, May, or June. The
young are dependent on the mother until roughly onethird grown, which takes about six weeks.
These squirrels make their nests in hollow trees when
available; if not, they will burrow into the ground under
old stumps and logs. A little "chamber," perhaps nine
inches in diameter, is excavated in the earth beneath these
objects. Then the hole is nearly filled with dry leaves and
moss, to serve as cold weather insulation. The red squirrel may have more than one such nest, and if fleas and
mites become too obnoxious in his present home, he can
move to a clean one.
Another kind of home used by red squirrels, at least in
warmer climates, resembles a huge bird's nest. It is
anchored to a whorl of branches where the branches leave
the main trunk of the tree. This kind of nest is constructed of twigs, grass, bark, moss, evergreen needles, and
hardwood leaves. Inside this mass is a room five or six
inches in diameter and usually having only one opening to
the outside.
The red squirrel's home range or area which it covers
to obtain food, is thought to be between two and four
acres. However, this size is arbitrary; it will be smaller
when food is plentiful and larger when times are hard.
Red squirrels are probably more often noticed by people
in the fall, when the animals are busy gathering food to last
them through the winter. They store food in hollow trees
and blow-downs or beneath the ground in a maze of holes
and passages similar to those used for nesting.

~~
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The red squirrel is the most common of the three species
of squirrels found in Maine.

TCHER-R-R-Rl"

Red squirrels are not tolerant of each other except during mating season, and they guard home ranges jealously.
If an outsider is caught searching for food in another's
territory, he will be promptly evicted. Food garnered by
red squirrels includes chiefly the nuts of numerous kinds
of trees, fruits and berries of shrubs and herbaceous plants,
mushrooms, and occasional insects and insect larvae. Jn
Maine, they will eat seeds from all the pine trees, spruces,
balsam fir, white cedar, and hemlock. They are fond of
acorns, butternuts, and the fruit of basswood trees.
Mushrooms are eaten in season and also are stored where
they will dry out for future use. Raspberries, blackberries
wintergreen, and partridgeberries are all utilized. Bones
of dead animals are sometimes gnawed by these rodents,
probably for the minerals contained and to keep their
incisor teeth from growing too long, if they are feeding on
soft fruits at the time.
Red squirrels are diurnal; that is, they are active mainly
in daylight hours. They do not hibernate in winter. Only
the coldest winter days and the most severe storms force
them to remain in their nests. Albino (white) and
melanistic (black) red squirrels are found from time to
time, with the latter more rare.

E

inhabit all states east of the
Great Plains. In Maine, they prefer open hardwood
forests of beech and oak trees, or at least mixed stands
containing these trees. For this reason, their range does
not extend into the forest interior of northwestern Maine,
which is covered extensively with spruce and fir.
Some gray squirrels are shot as game animals each year
in the southern half of our state, but their importance here
does not compare with that in the other Atlantic seaboard
states where they are quite highly sought. It seems logical
to assume that as the number of hunters afield increa es,
more pressure will be exerted on these squirrels.
When the United States were colonized, gray squirrels
seemed to be everywhere, and they inflicted considerable
damage to the crops. A bounty was placed on them, and
hundreds of thousands of squirrels were killed by bounty
hunters or by community effort.
Mass migrations similar to those of lemmings were reported in the mid- I 800's. Ernest Seton estimated that
one in Wisconsin may have contained nearly half a billion
ASTERN GRAY SQUIRRELS
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naked at birth and remain so for about two weeks. Their
eyes will not open for a month, and during this period they
can feed only on the mother's milk.
Flying squirrels prefer a tree den.
They are most
commonly found in mature forests containing both hardwoods and softwoods.
In this type of surrounding, they
can find any number of woodpecker holes in dead trees
from which to make a home. When a squirrel moves in,
he will throw out the woodpecker's bedding and fill the
cavity with shredded bark and moss of his own choosing.
Darkness finds the flying squirrel trying out his "wings,"
so to speak.
The animal is not capable of actual flight,
like a bird, but it is an admirable glider. The folds of skin
which extend along each side of the squirrel from front
feet to hind feet enable it to soar through the air much
as the wings of an airplane keep it aloft. He starts his
jump from near the top of a tall tree, depending on how
far he wishes to glide. He usually lands on the trunk of
another tree, perhaps ten or fifteen feet above the ground.
Although these squirrels are rather clumsy on the ground,
they are much more agile in trees than red squirrels or
even the marten and the fisher.
The diet of flying squirrels is not unlike that of the
red and gray squirrels, with beechnuts, acorns, fir seeds,
and pine seeds as their mainstay.
However, flying squirrels are much more carnivorous than our other squirrels.
They may be caught by mistake in weasel traps, or in
sets for other furbearers, which are baited with meat.
The northern flying squirrel may be distinguished from
our other more commonly seen squirrels by its very large
eyes and its "wings."
This squirrel will measure roughly
twelve inches, tail included, and weight about one-quarter
of a pound.

squirrels.
Some of our older Maine hunters speak of gray
squirrel migrations but on a much smaller scale.
These
contained hundreds of animals, instead of millions, moving one by one in the same direction, across rivers and
through the woods.
Young gray squirrels are born in late winter or early
spring, following a gestation period of about six weeks.
The four or five young remain helpless with eyes closed
for a month after birth, and it may be two months before they try to climb about in the home tree and get some
food for themselves.
Gray squirrels prefer a tree den for
raising young, but in warmer weather they may construct a
nest of twigs and leaves high in the tree-tops, like the ones
used at times by red squirrels.
Food utilized by gray squirrels consists largely of acorns,
beechnuts, hazelnuts, and butternuts when available.
In
the summer, they will dine on maple seeds, raspberries,
and mushrooms. Occasionally the seeds of softwood trees
will be eaten, especially those of pines.
Food is stored
for winter, in small caches of one or two items, around
springs, where the ground does not freeze. If such places
cannot be found, the squirrel will use its den and other
hollow trees or windfalls.
The eastern gray squirrel may reach twenty inches in
length, tail included, and weigh from three-quarters to one
and one-half pounds. As is the case with red squirrels,
white and black color phases occur in this species. It would
be theoretically possible to find a characteristically colored
female with a litter containing both albino and melanistic
young.

NORTHERN
FLY[NG SQUIRREL is perhaps the most
interesting of Maine squirrels; and, unfortunately, it
is also the most evasive.
He is about only during the
hours of darkness, unless his home is disturbed, which
accounts for the fact that few of us have ever had the
opportunity to observe him.
The territorial range of the northern flying squirrel is
nearly the same as that of the red squirrel.
The mating
season occurs in February and March, and six weeks after,
a litter of three or four young may be found.
They are
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OUR Maine squirrels are neither prized game
animals nor valuable fur bearers, they are a necessary link in the food chain of many valuable predators.
Red squirrels and flying squirrels are a mainstay in the
diet of marten, fisher, and weasels. The red fox wiJl take
all three kinds of squirrels as he happens onto them, and
mink have been seen in hot pursuit of the red species.

Folds of skin on each side of the flying squirrel
it to soar from tree to tree.

Gray squirrels, important game animals in some states, are
found in the southern half of Maine.
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Maine's
Warm-water
Fishery
Resources
Sound management
of warm-water
popularity

will assure the future

species as they increase

in

among Maine's fishermen.

By Robert E. Foye
Assistant

Although not universally popular, pickerel provide
considerable sport, especially for Maine's ice fishermen.

has learned many things, and he
should be proud of his accomplishments. He
has gone far. Important contributions have
been made in all fields of science, and now he has begun
to explore the space beyond. But man must recognize
his shortcomings, for surely we are not beyond reproach.
In the early days of our country, man sometimes neglected the living creatures about him. In his struggle
to survive, he thought little of the future, living off the
land and often at the expense of the wildlife in our forests
and streams. Man thought little about the living requirements of the birds and animals of our forests or the fish
in our streams; and, too often, once plentiful supplies of
some species were already scarce or even extinct before he
took notice.
Before the white man, bountiful supplies of fish in our
rivers and lakes provided food for the countless tribes of
Indians which roamed our country. Our Maine Indians
were probably seldom without fish, for many of our inland
waters contained sizeable populations of native trout and
togue, and in a few lakes, landlocked salmon were plentiful. Most of our coastal rivers and streams were blessed
with great runs of salmon, shad, and alewives, but with the
coming of the white man in the 17th century came many
changes.
Water was the major source of power for sawmills and
grist mills, and in their haste to begin a new way of life,
the settlers had no time to worry about spawning or
nursery requirements of fish. The dams in early times

M
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AN IN OUR TIME

Chief, Fishery Division

contained no provisions for fish passage, and too often
the runs of native salmon and other anadromous fish were
quickly depleted.
Many of the new impoundments on our rivers and
streams provided good habitat for warm-water fish, and
the dams built on our lakes and ponds increased areas of
warm, shallow water capable of producing more.
The white perch, native to our coastal waters, was well
established in many adjoining inland waters long before
white men came although early writers often pondered
over their presence in some waters lacking natural access
from the sea. Just over 100 years ago in 1867, Foster and
Atkins wrote of the white perch:
"This is supposed to be identical with the
white perch that comes into the rivers in the
spring with the alewives and it is an interesting
question whether it is naturally a saltwater
species which has strayed into the fresh waters
and lost the instinct which should guide its return, or whether it was originally equally fitted
to live in salt or freshwater. Some of the lakes
in which it abounds have never been accessible
to fish from the sea during the present age of the
world. As for instance may be mentioned the
Belgrade Lakes."
Chain pickerel were not widely distributed in Maine
in early times, but by 1867, man had introduced them in
a considerable number of lakes and ponds throughout the
state. Foster and Atkins also wrote in 1867:
"In many of our lakes and ponds in the settled
section where trout were plentiful within the
recollection of the inhabitants, they are now alMaine Fi. h and Game -
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most extinct.
The decrease of the trout is owing
to three main causes: First, overfishing; second,
the erection of dams which have cut them off
from their breeding grounds,· thirdly, the introduction of pickerel."

The above authors vividly described the early introductions of pickerel in a great number of waters largely
frequented by trout in those times. Pickerel introductions
were made in the early 1800's in the Androscoggin drainage north of the outlet of Wayne Pond, and it was in 1817
or 1818 that pickerel from Androscoggin Lake were
introduced in Annabessacook Lake in Winthrop. From
Annabessacook Lake they were later introduced to most
other waters of that system, including Cobbosseecontee
Lake and Cochnewagon Pond. Pickerel from Nehumkeag
Pond in Pittston were introduced in Cobbossee Stream in
1823 or 1824 and then into the Belgrade Lakes and
waters of the Carrabassett River and the Dead River.
In 1818, pickerel were introduced to Penobscot County
where they were stocked in Davis Pond in Eddington and
a few years later in waters of the Upper Penobscot. From
the Penobscot, pickerel were transferred to the St. Croix
drainage and from there to Meddybemps Lake on the
Dennys River. Later they were spread to waters of the
East Machias River.

ancestors fished to obtain food, but as time
went on, people became interested in sport fishing.
They thought about introducing new species, and the
black bass was one of them. An interesting account is
contained in the Report of the Commissioners of Fisheries
for Maine in 1867. They wrote:
"Regarding the black bass we have collected
some information. It is difficult to say whether
on the whole the black bass would do more good
or harm; but considering that we have so many
fresh water ponds now inhabited by yellow
perch and pickerel, shiners and other small fish,
which yield nothing of consequence, considering
that the black bass is of superior size and prob-
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ably equal quality to the white perch, considering that he would be able to make his way and
thrive against any foe that he would iind, we are
inclined to think more good than harm would
come from putting him into those waters. Yet
inasmuch as we have a large aquatic territory
inhabited principally by trout which are highly
prized by most of the people the black bass
should be carefully excluded from all trout
waters."
In 18 68, the Commissioners wrote:
"No attempt has yet been made to introduce
black bass. We do not know of any experiments
with the spawn of this species. They have been
introduced to many new waters by carrying the
live fish. We are of opinion that no fish promise
to thrive so well and give so much satisfaction
generally in our perch and pickerel ponds as the
black bass. But, as there are several species
known by the name, it might be well to ascertain
whether the species inhabiting Lake Champlain
is the best, or is equal to any other kind of black
bass."
In 1869, they wrote:
"A further acquaintance justifies all that was
said in his favor, and relieves him in part from
the accusation of being a gross feeder upon his
fellow fishes. He is by no means so voracious as
the pickerel - probably not more so than white
perch and yellow perch. All things considered
it was believed that it was desirable to introduce
this species to our waters."
The year 1869 was a significant one in early warmwater fish management in Maine. It was the year smallmouth bass were introduced. Introductions were made in
several waters including Duck Pond, Falmouth; Phillips
Lake, Dedham; Sebasticook Lake in Newport; Cochne-

Both smallmouth and largemouth
bass have been successfully
introduced
into Maine waters.
The smallmouth is considered
by many the state's most important warm-water fish.

wagon Pond, Monmouth; and Cobbosseecontee
Lake in
Manchester.
The bass for these introductions came from
natural stocks from Connecticut and New York.
Since
1869, smallmouth bass have been introduced in literally
dozens of inland waters of our state.
Today, many consider it our most important warm-water sport fish.
Largemouth bass were not introduced into our waters
until sometime in the late 1800's or early 1900's.
Early
introductions
probably included Long Pond and Messalonskee Lake of the Belgrade Chain.
This species has
now been introduced into several dozen lakes and ponds
in central and southern Maine, where it provides excellent
fishing.
Several streams including Cobbosseecontee
and
Belgrade streams also provide attractive fishing for largemouth bass.

and pickerel are by no means the
only warm-water fishes in Maine. Abundant populations of hornpout, yellow perch, and sunfish contribute
to many fine days of fishing for the young and old alike.
Many anglers even consider the panfishes better eating
than some of the larger game fishes.
Earlier in this article, I mentioned that our early Maine
settlers were initially more concerned with how many fish
they could harvest for food rather than how much fun it
was to catch them on hook and line. Regulations were extremely liberal in those days, and men were allowed to use
nets and other gear to harvest their fish. When it was
apparent that regulations were necessary fo protect some
species, laws were enacted to protect them during their
spawning seasons. In those days, no one knew how many
eggs a one-pound perch or bass could spawn. Declines in
runs of salmon and shad had already occurred in many
rivers, and enacting laws to protect all fish during spawning
seasons seemed the logical thing to do.
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In the early days of our state when fishing for food was
of prime importance, our early commissioners believed
that an acre of water could produce more pounds of food
than an acre of land. Emphasis was on quantity rather
than quality. In time, people began to fish for sport, and
new regulations were imposed. Length limits, bag limits,
and shorter fishing seasons seemed realistic ways to make
better fishing. People were by now conservation minded,
but there were no trained men to recommend proper
regulations, and some of our old regulations did more
harm than good. For example, early administrators admitted that the white perch never seemed to grow very
large in some waters; but, believing that our waters could
produce unlimited pounds of fish if given a chance, they
favored laws to allow greater numbers to be produced.
The 'results were oftentimes disappointing, for many of
these regulations did not result in more larger fish. Instead, smaller-sized perch became increasingly common.
A little over one hundred years has elapsed since Stateof-Mainers first became interested in sport fishing. Many
changes have taken place in this relatively short interval
of time. We have learned of some of the early ways that
our first commissioners and law makers tried to increase
our supplies of warm-water fish. Unfortunately, there
were no trained fishery biologists then who clearly understood the living requirements of our fishes. There was no
one with the training or ability to advise them on the
characteristics of our waters and their suitability for different kinds of fish.
Although fishing in our state today is in many ways
very different than in early times, it continues to rank
among the best in the country. Warm-water fish management in modern times is a far cry from that of olden days.
Today's administrators have a decided advantage over their
early counterparts in having technically trained personnel
capable of recommending sound management programs.
These men are familiar with the programs of early workers
and the problems they encountered with the "trial and
error" system of stocking.
Man's knowledge of the fundamentals and principles of
warm-water fish management has increased greatly in the
past twenty years, and Maine fishery biologists have made
several important contributions to this field.

the 1950's a study of smallmouth bass in Big
Lake in Washington County provided valuable data
on the life history of this species and gave us the necessary information to assure fishermen in Maine the best
possible harvest while still preserving the fishery. From
the Big Lake study, we obtained information showing that
the legal length limit for bass should not exceed ten
inches. We learned that it is important to keep water
levels stable during the bass spawning season and that the
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for the tasty white perch.
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open season on bass should correspond with the general
law on trout and salmon.
The biologist assigned to the Big Lake project recommended that restocking of bass not be permitted in that
area of the state and that a regulation be enacted restricting the use of bait fish to only those seined from tributaries
of the Big Lake drainage.
These regulations will help
prevent the introduction of the bass tapeworm by fishermen using infected bait fish taken from waters outside the
area.
He further recommended the removal of all bag
and length limits on white perch to help reduce competition
between white perch and bass.
Studies of the warm-water fisheries in several waters
of the Belgrade chain of lakes in Kennebec County in the
early 1950's also provided the Fish and Game Department
with some valuable information.
They resulted in several
important changes in fishing regulations in the Belgrade
Lakes.
A detailed study of the white perch in Sebasticook
Lake in Penobscot County from 1953 through 1955 provided information vital to the management of this species.
This study showed that size and bag limits on white perch
are unnecessary and that the white perch is an intermediate
host of the bass tapeworm, a parasite that greatly reduces
the reproductive
potential of smallmouth bass.
It was
recommended that new introductions of white perch should
be made only from stock known to be free of the bass
tapeworm.
During the winter of 1957-1958, Fishery Division personnel studied the winter fisheries at Sand and Purgatory
ponds of the Tacoma chain of lakes in Kennebec County.
The winter fisheries included pickerel, white and yellow
perch, and brown trout.
Findings showed that ice fishing was not seriously depleting the fish populations of
those waters.
In 1958 and 1959, intensive studies were made of the
warm-water
fisheries of Belgrade Stream in Kennebec
County.
We were particularly interested in obtaining information on the contribution of largemouth bass to summer fishing in this stream.
Maine sportsmen frequently inquire whether or not we
need to stock bass, and John Kelley's studies of the reproductive potential of largemouth bass in Belgrade Stream
provided some useful information on this subject.

chain pickerel are widely distributed in our state.
The chain pickerel is one of our most important
warm-water fish, and although it has been blamed by our
early commissioners for adversely affecting the quality of
trout fishing where it was introduced, this species provides
immeasurable recreation to thousands of anglers.
Pickerel management has been handicapped by a general
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Abundant populations of yellow perch in some Maine lakes
are exploited very little by fishermen.
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lack of information on the biology of this species. Our
own knowledge of this fish has grown from studies at
Beddington Lake in Washington County in the early
1 960's and more recently from studies at Mill Pond in
Kennebec County. The studies at Mill Pond are designed
to provide information on the interrelationships of pickerel
and largemouth bass. Both species have similar habitat
requirements; and in recent years, several biologists in the
northeast have expressed concern over apparent declines
in some populations of pickerel following introductions of
largemouth bass.
The largemouth bass is also under investigation in
several small, privately-owned ponds in Maine. These
studies will provide answers to several important questions:
Will largemouth bass in small private ponds in Maine provide satisfactory fishing, and if so, for how long? Will
the largemouth grow to a desirable size in small farm
ponds, and what is the desired size? Are pond owners
willing to wait several years for the bass to attain a catchable size, and what species of small fish can be used as a
forage fish for the bass?
Naturally, Maine biologists are familiar with the problems caused by introductions of competitive fishes in
many of our waters. Today, the stocking of private ponds
is regulated by state law to prevent undesirable fish from
entering state-owned waters.

FISHING depends on a well-planned program,
based upon sound scientific principles and performed by trained biologists. World knowledge is steadily
increasing, and today's administrators and management
personnel must be prepared to meet the continuing demands on fishery resources. Our warm-water fisheries
should continue to play an important role in Maine for
generations to come.
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Duck~s
That
Nest

in Maine
By Howard E. Spencer, Jr
Assistant

M

Chief, Game Division

have no difficulty recognizing a brood
of ducks when they see them around our lakes
and rivers in June and July. Surprisingly few,
however, are aware that these little bits of fluff may be
any of ten or eleven different kinds of ducks that nest
in Maine. This article will be a sort of bird-bookish
attempt to help the reader learn to recognize these various
species and provide a smattering of information as to
what role they play in Maine's waterfowl picture.
Quite honestly, identifying the female duck and her
brood is not the easiest thing in the bird-watcher world,
and it may take considerable experience before one becomes confident in saying "that's a brood of ringnecks"
rather than green-winged teal. The gaudy colored males
are rarely, if ever, present to aid the observer, and the
almost universally drab plumage of the females often shows
poorly, at best, in the marshy vegetation, as she hurries
her young into hiding. Even her flight behavior changes
as she simulates injury to distract the pursuer. Instead
of leaping almost vertically from the water as dabbling
ducks are supposed to do, mother black duck may flop
quite helplessly along on the surface. The fact that
divers like the ring-necked duck have a lobed hind toe
doesn't really help much in identifying her as she and the
brood swim off into the pickerel weed.
Although there is no easy way around these problems,
there are some features that will help and to which the
observer should pay particular attention. For example,
the color of the legs, feet, and bill are sometimes more
easily distinguished than body plumages and may help if
they can be seen. Wing patterns and voice may also
prove helpful. Similarly, knowing what kinds of ducks
are common to Maine, and the general type of cover they
prefer for nesting and rearing their young, may tend to
eliminate several species. In some cases, the breeding
distribution within the state may rule out such species as
the common goldeneye, which we have not recorded as a
breeding species south of Lake Cobbosseecontee in the
vicinity of Augusta.
20
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The black duck, Maine's most common
breeding duck, is identified readily in
flight by the silvery underwing linings.

To provide some order to this discussion the eleven
species which breed in Maine are discussed' individually
below in the approximate order of their nesting abundance.
The common eider duck and redbreasted merganser are
exceptions and will be discussed following the inland
forms. As far as we know, both these latter species are
largely marine, and breeding is restricted to the coastal
islands.
Insight as to relative abundance of the inland nesting
ducks is provided by the composition of the following 3 71
identified broods tallied during production studies made
by the Game Division in 1965 and ] 966:
Species
Black Duck
Ring-necked Duck
Wood Duck
Goldeneye
Hooded Merganser
American Merganser
Blue-winged Teal
Green-winged Teal
Mallard

Per Cent of Broods
37
21
14
14
8
2
2
1

1
100

The reader is cautioned to consider these figures in
general terms only, since species like black ducks and
wood ducks are much more difficult to observe than
ringnecks or goldeneyes, and a smaller proportion of the
actual population i~ seen.
BLACK DUCK and MALLARD:
The black duck
(Anas rubripes) is far and away our commonest and most
widely distributed breeding duck. First cousin to the
mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), it is essentially the same
size, and both sexes in all plumages look alike. The head,
body, and tail are largely mottled brown, and the most
distinctive feature is the silvery underwing Linings which
flash clearly during flight. The black is the largest of
our inland breeders except for the mallard and possibly
Maine Fish and Game -
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the American merganser.
It is perhaps the most likely
to be seen even though it tends to be very wary in its
habits. Usually, the adult female will not be confused
with species other than the mallard, which is somewhat
lighter in body color and often very pale around the
margins of the tail. Since the mallard is a very uncommon
breeder in Maine, there is but a slight chance of seeing a
brood compared to the black duck. Voice will also help
identify the blacks and mallards. The females of these
two species are the only breeding waterfowl in Maine that
make the loud pronounced "quack" so commonly known
to everyone.
The downy young of most waterfowl are hard to
identify in the field, and black ducks are no exceptions.
The best bet is to make a serious effort to identify the
mother in all cases. However, specimens and good color
plates such as shown by Kortright ( 1943) may help.
During the first two weeks of age, young blacks present a
dark brown and yellow, downy appearance. Between two
and eight weeks, when they take wing, the everchanging
plumage is an almost uniform nondescript brown. The
nearly black single stripe extending almost from the bill
through the eye to the back of the skull is more pronounced than in all but the young mallards and possibly
blue-winged teal. This character is of little value in the
field, however.
Black ducks nest in about every conceivable wetland
type and occasionally far from water. Seldom do many
pairs nest closely together, and three to five broods seem
to be about the most that are ever observed in any one
wetland or waterway. Maintaining a maximum number of
suitable breeding areas rather than maximum acreage is
the best way to produce black ducks in Maine.
WOOD DUCK: The wood duck (Aix sponsa) is
perhaps our second commonest nesting duck despite its
third place rating in the table above. It is a dabbling
duck, a fine game and table bird, and the male is the
gaudiest of all our waterfowl. A hole-nesting species, it
utilizes natural cavities in trees as nest sites and takes
readily to artificial nest boxes. This species prefers the
smaller, more densely vegetated or even wooded waterways. Many broods are raised on beaver flowages.
Secretive and hard to observe with a brood, the middlesized female has three main features which may aid in
identifying it. On the water (and with binoculars) the
rather prominent white ring surrounding the eye will
separate the female woody from other species. If the bird
flushes away from the observer, the white trailing wing
margins also show clearly. The third characteristic is the
voice when startled, which has been described as "eek eek
eek," each utterance being considerably drawn out. This
unusual voice has given rise to the gunner's nickname of
"squealer" in some parts of the country. Wood ducks
become increasingly scarce nesters in the northern and
western sections of Maine, particularly on the Moosehead
Plateau.
RING-NECKED DUCK: The ring-necked duck (Aytha
collaris) is another middle-sized Maine nesting duck.

White eye ring and white margin on trailing edge of wing
identify female wood duck.
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A true diving fowl, it prefers more open marshes
with floating-leaved vegetation and not the dense emergent
cover some of the dabblers like. This species is somewhat easier to observe with their broods than the wood
duck, for example, and the downy young give a rather
more yellowish appearance. The adult female is very
nondescript and in flight shows no white on the wings (a
dull gray wing stripe is all she has). However, the voice
is quite distinctive - a very guttural "harrh" "harrh"
when she is alarmed with her brood. This voice is similar
to the hooded merganser female's, but the latter shows
white on the wings when flushed, as well as some other
differences.
The ringneck provides a limited amount of early season
shooting in Maine but has largely moved south by early
November. An excellent table bird, they comprise a little
less than 2 per cent of the Maine harvest.
COMMON GOLDENEYE:
The common goldeneye
or "whistler" (Aytha clangula americana) is, like the
wood duck and hooded merganser, a hole-nesting species
that utilizes natural tree cavities or man-made boxes as
nest sites. Its nesting distribution is limited to the northern
two-thirds of the state. Goldeneyes are diving fowl and
often rear their young around our larger, rocky, coldwater lakes. Often a brood of whistlers is quite easy to
approach, and the chocolate brown head of the female is
fairly distinctive. The young give a definite impression of
being black and white with prominent white cheek patches.
The voice of the female is also distinctive, and Kortright
(1943) describes it as "cur-r-rew." It is lower pitched
than the ringneck and hooded merganser and considerably less in volume. The female shows prominent white
wing patches when flushed.
Although many local nesting goldeneyes depart before
the hunting season, good supplies of migrating birds from
the north are usually available for hunters from the last
week in October on through the remainder of the hunting
season. Whistlers are a good game duck, being fast and
decoying readily. They're apt to be variable as a table
bird, however, and occasionally become strong flavored

late in the season when their diet turns to nearly 100 per
cent animal matter.
Goldeneyes make up 5 to 6 per cent
of the Maine harvest.

HOODED
MERGANSER:
The hooded merganser
(Mergus cucullatus), or "humpy" as it's sometimes called
in Maine, is a third Maine nesting duck that utilizes natural
tree cavities or man-made boxes for nest locations. A
rather smallish duck, it is distributed statewide but is
rarely, if ever, very numerous. The dull cinnamon brown
head with a slight crest and long thin bill, and the traces
of white on the wings, plus the guttural voice similar to
the ringneck, will aid in identifying the female. Broods
of this species are often seen on more open waters as they
search for minnows and aquatic insects along the shores.
The heads of the young are also a dull brown similar to
their mothers'.
The nickname "humpy" comes from the hooded's
rather humpbacked appearance in flight.
AMERICAN
MERGANSER:
The American merganser ( M ergus merganser americanus Cassin) is seldom
classified as a game duck due to its fondness for fish and
resulting strong flavor. A large bird, nearly the size of a
black duck or mallard, it may nest on the ground or in
tree cavities. We have a single record of one using a nest
box and incubating nine of her own eggs plus six goldeneye eggs - all of which hatched, as closely as we could
determine. This species often nests around large lakes and
rivers where it can satisfy its voracious appetite for fish.
Seldom are many broods found on the same lake. The
large size, brownish head, long pointed bill, gray body,
and prominent white wing patches will help identify the
female. Their flight is very direct, and the entire body,
neck, head, and bill are held rigidly stiff with the bill
pointing straight ahead. Their wings are set far back
on the body, and they rather remind one of a jet aircraft
in flight. The young are little replicas of mother, and the
family groups of sheldrakes, as they're sometimes called,
are perhaps the best behaved and guarded of all our nesting ducks. Very seldom do the young mergansers ever get
separated from mother. They can and do travel across
the water by half-swimming, half-flying, much faster than
two men can paddle a canoe or row a boat.
BLUE-WINGED TEAL: The petite blue-winged teal
(Anas discors i is the next to the smallest of our nesting
ducks. It prefers marshy, grassy areas to nest and rear its
young. Being a 100 per cent dabbler, it's seldom found
on very deep water. Though small, it's a choice table
bird and is welcomed by gunners as a tricky flyer worthy
of their skill. It's usually the first to leave in the fall, and
most are gone by mid-October.
The small size, relative tameness, and beautiful powder
blue wing coverts make this a fairly easy bird to identify
as soon as it spreads its wings. Depending on light conditions, the blue wings may appear almost white, gray, or
even dark. But there is nearly always a strong contrast,
and the identifying blue is on the upper and forward surface of the wing rather than the rear edge as in many
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species. The voice is rather weak but quite distinctive.
Hard to describe, it's best learned through experience.
GREEN-WINGED
TEAL: The tiny green-winged
teal (Anas crecca carolinensis Gmelin) is our smallest
nesting duck. Another true dabbler, the female averages
only I 2 ounces in weight. Other than its very small size,
the female in breeding plumage Jacks any clear distinguishing features. The green iridescent speculum on the rear
edge of the wing, from which the species gets its name,
seldom shows prominently enough to constitute a useful
field mark. Since green-wings make up only 1 per cent
or Jess of our breeding ducks, most observers will rarely
face the problem of identifying broods of green-wings.
They are usually found in habitat similar to that frequented
by their cousin, the blue-winged teal.
SEA DUCKS: The last two species that nest in Maine
are the American eider (Somateria mollissima dresseri
Sharpe) and the red-breasted merganser ( M ergus serrator
L.). Both of these are marine forms, and positive records
of nesting red-breasted mergansers are lacking. (Females
of this species cannot be separated from the American
mergansers under field conditions.) However, it is known
that the red-breasted remains largely on salt water, and
it has been assumed in the past that broods of mergansers
in the vicinity of coastal islands were the red-breasted
species.
Eider ducks, famous for their insulating down, nest in
colonies on coastal islands. This is a very large diving
fowl, the females averaging nearly a pound heavier than
female mallards or black ducks. The female is dull mottled brown, and both sexes bear a large, strong, characteristic bill. The downy young are a uniform dull black.
There is little likelihood of misidentifying these birds in
family groups, because of their limited distribution. We
presently know of about seventy-five islands along the
coast that support eider colonies.
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a very brief resume of ducks that nest
in Maine. For further and more detailed information, the reader should consult a good reference work
such as Ducks, Geese, and Swans of North America by
F. H. Kortright, published in 1943 by the American Wildlife Institute.
HIS CONCLUDES

appear black and white with
white cheek patches.
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Field trips to study geology supplement natural
history and earth science courses.

1968 Conservation
Sehool Progran1
By Donald K. Christie
Director of Planning and Co-ordination

and ice have left the environs of
Bryant Pond, and shortly the Conservation School
will open its doors to the youth, teachers, and interested
citizens of Maine and several other states.
The school will open officially on May 6, 1968, when
the combined school districts of Waldo County will send
in a group of approximately 50 students for our one-week
school conservation program. Both teachers and students
will work co-operatively with specialists in conservation
from the Maine departments of Inland Fisheries and Game,
Agriculture, Parks and Recreation, Sea and Shore Fisheries
and Forestry. Also participating will be federal specialists
from the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Coast
Guard, and Soil Conservation Service.
Other school systems scheduled to participate in oneweek sessions this season include Skowhegan, Bethel, and
Augusta. Also active in the program will be the jointly
sponsored 4H groups of the southern and northern
counties, the State Grange, and the Women's Garden Club
Federation of Maine.
Teacher training courses will commence June 17, 1968,
with the Conservation Education Workshop. This three-
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week course is intended for all elementary and secondary
teachers who wish to increase their effectiveness in teaching the basic principles of our natural resources, including
their intelligent use and management. Although the program includes some background study of living things
and their environments, most of the workshop program
relates directly to the mineral, soil, water, forest, fish,
wildlife, and recreational resources of Maine. Field
studies of these resources are emphasized and undertaken
throughout the period under the guidance of the resident
staff and visiting resource specialists.
Following this course will be Natural History of Inland
Maine, beginning July 8. This presentation is intended
for all teachers in elementary schools and those teaching
general science and biology in high schools. Its content
gives special attention to the natural features of the
western Maine area. Major portions of the course involve
field studies of general ecology, geology, weather and
climate, wooded habitats, as well as field, stream, lake,
and bog habitats. Other more specialized studies will be
scheduled as the needs of individuals or groups require.
This course provides background information for teachers
who wish to pursue further study in natural resource conservation.
Beginning also on July 8 is the three-week Basic Field
Ecology course designed for secondary school science
teachers with a broad background in the natural sciences
and for elementary school teachers who desire studies beyond those ordinarily included in introductory natural history courses. The course involves accumulating, interpreting, and applying data acquired primarily from the natural
environment. The unique facilities offered at the Bryant
Pond Campus and surrounding area make possible biotic
studies ranging from lower inland elevations to sub-alpine
environments.
Concluding the summer college program is the Field
Course in Earth Sciences. This three-week course, beginning July 26, is intended for elementary and secondary
school teachers who need some introductory information
in the earth sciences of geology, meteorology, and soils.
Where possible, the studies will be undertaken in a natural
setting, using equipment and materials appropriate to the
learning tasks. Our 1968 program will terminate on
September 20 with the completion of the last youth group
sessions.
Much has been done in the area of conservation education to bring awareness of the existing problems to the
citizenry of Maine; however, unless greater efforts are
undertaken immediately, the problems of our modern
civilization will outstrip our ability to maintain a livable
environment. In this matter, the Foundation is happy
to be of some small service and wishes to thank all cooperators in the program for their untiring efforts in the
support of this cause.
For further information regarding the Conservation
Education Foundation of Maine and its programs, write to
Donald K. Christie, Room 600, State Office Building,
Augusta, Maine 04330.
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The N arraguagus
By Alfred L. Meister
of the
shadbush can be called a
harbinger of spring, for their
appearance is eagerly awaited by
those who pursue the lordly Atlantic salmon. Drifts of shadbush
blossoms herald the start of a new
angling season as the emigrant smolts
mingle with and pass the immigrant
adult salmon in the river and estuary.
Destined to run the angling gauntlet, these salmon pursue an ancient
urge as they ascend the streams of
eastern Maine. So it has always been,
and with minor interruptions through
the intervention of man, so it continues to be. Atlantic salmon, aboriginal aristocrats of the angling
world, have survived man's depredations and continue to provide an enticing fishery in Maine's Narraguagus
River.
The N arraguagus River watershed
encompasses much of the terrain
along the Hancock-Washington county line. More than 30 lakes and ponds
and approximately 160 miles of
stream form a dendritic pattern that
drains the 240-square-mile watershed.
The river, formerly called "Mallagwawis," is bordered by ridges and
hills from 200 to more than 1,400
feet high on either side. Highest elevations are Lead Mountain ( 1,4 7 5
feet) on the west and Pleasant Mountain (1, 3 7 4) on the east.
Lakes and ponds range from over
400 acres (Spruce Mountain, N arraguagus, and Beddington lakes) to
small pot-hole ponds of a few acres
in area. Many of the smaller ponds
are located on the kettle and drum
topography, so typical of much of the
river valley. Eleven of the larger
lakes and ponds have been surveyed,
and published reports are available
from the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game.
Beddington
Lake, the deepest lake in the drain-
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age ( 59 feet), is the largest lake on
the main stem of the river. Most
lakes and ponds of the drainage are
less than 30 feet in depth.
The main stem, or East Branch, of
the Narraguagus River flows southeasterly from Eagle Lake to tidewater at Cherryfield, a distance of 48
miles. The principal tributary, West
Branch, rises south of U. S. Route 9
and joins the main stem approximately two miles above tidewater. The
river then flows for several miles
through a meandering estuary to meet
the sea at Milbridge.
Precipitation in the watershed
ranges from 31 to 53 inches annually,
with a mean of 41 inches. Snowfalls range from 3 7 to 122 inches,
averaging 68 inches. Stream flows
have averaged 4 77 cubic feet per
second over the last 18 years, with a
maximum discharge of 10,400 cfs
recorded in 1961 and a mimmum
flow of 20 cfs recorded in 1965.
Flows during late summer and early
fall are frequently below 100 cfs at
Cherryfield for extended periods.

of the river valley,
induced by the virgin stands of
timber and the rolling hills of the
lower reaches, commenced in the
mid-I Sth century. Cherryfield was
settled in 175 7, followed by Milbridge
in 1765. Beddington and Deblois,
the other organized towns in the
watershed, were settled near the tum
of the century. Agriculture, fishing,
and logging continue to be the mainstays of the local economy.
Throughout the 19th century and
the first half of this century, the
watershed was logged extensively, as
first the white pine and then the lesser
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The Narraguagus
watershed
encompasses approximately 240
square miles.

species were cut for market. Logging dams were built, saw mills
erected, and lumber was exported by
sailing ship from wharves now extinct
in the towns of Cherryfield and Milbridge.
Even the then lowly hemlock was
utilized by a large tannery at Beddington.
The Beddington Forest
Service Station is now located on the
site of the tannery that burned in
1895.
Following in the wake of the early
loggers, forest fires repeatedly ravaged
large acreages within the N arraguagus
watershed. As examples of this repeated burning, the office of the
Forest Commissioner lists large fires
as occurring on Township 22 MD in
the years 1840, 1870, 1884, 1903,
and 1916. Other townships within
the drainage have suffered similar
fates.
These fires have removed
much of the original soil and ground
cover. Many of the plain-like blueberry barrens, so important in the
local economy, are on the sites of
these older burns.
Less visible but just as profound
were the changes in the fisheries
caused by the driving and sawmill
dams, by the fluctuating water flows,
by the refuse from the mills, and the
physical alteration of the watershed's
soils and cover. Anadromous fishes
- the salmon, shad, and alewives Maine Fish and Game -
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The popular and productive Stillwater
Pool before construction of the
ice-control dam (see below) at this site.

early felt the effect of man's activities,
as spawning and nursery areas were
inundated
and migratory routes
blocked by impassable structures.
In addition to the numerous small
driving dams in the headwaters of the
drainage, several wooden dams with
inadequate or non-existent fishways
were located in a short stretch of the
river near its mouth.
Notes by
Charles G. Atkins as early as 1874
show rough sketches of existing and
proposed fishways for five dams near
Cherryfield. He further stated that
the dams at Cherryfield long ago destroyed the salmon runs. That the
proposed fishways were not built
until much later is also indicated by
the 191 7 report of the Commissioner
of Inland Fisheries and Game which
states:
"After more than half a
century of agitation on the
part of the citizens of Cherryfield and vicinity, the
N arraguagus
River has
been opened to the passage
of salmon and other anadromous fishes by the construction of fishways over
the five dams at Cherryfield."
Rounsefell and Bond ( 1949), in
Research Report No. 1, Atlantic Sea
Run Salmon Commission, state that
only a few salmon managed to pass
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these dams, and without stocking the
runs might have disappeared entirely.
They further state that in the spring
of 1942, heavy ice jams swept away
the wooden dams near the river
mouth, and the salmon runs commenced to improve rapidly.
The last obstruction to fish migration was removed in 1951 when
the old Beddington Lake dam was
removed by the Salmon Commission.
The river remained unobstructed until
1961 when an ice control dam was
erected at Cherryfield by the U. S.
Corps of Engineers. This structure,
a low head wooden crib-work dam,
was provided with a Denil-type fishway and with proper maintenance
poses no threat to salmon migration.
Total effects of this structure on the

This ice control dam was built in 1961
by the U.S. Corps of Engineers. It is
provided with a fishway and does
not obstruct salmon migration.

other anadromous fishes is yet to be
realized.

species of fish inhabit the Narraguagus River
and its tributary waters for all or part
of their life cycle. Many of these fish
are small members of the minnow
family, and they go unnoticed by the
angler.
Fishes of interest to the
sportsman, in addition to the Atlantic salmon, include brook trout,
smallmouth bass, and chain pickerel.
Of lesser importance are yellow
perch, brown bullhead, American
smelt and the anadromous shad.
Most ponds and lakes in the drainage provide excellent fishing for
warm-water species, and all of the
tributary streams contain brook trout.
Landlocked salmon provide an attractive fishery in Schoodic Lake, and
N arraguagus Lake is noted for its
brook trout.
Little information of a factual nature is available on the former runs
of anadromous fishes in the Narraguagus River. Whether the runs
were completely destroyed, and then
restored by stocking hatchery-reared
fish, is largely a matter for conjecture.
The runs were certainly reduced, and
prior to 1942, shad and alewives
were seldom seen above Cherryfield.
Both species now support a modest
fishery.
Atlantic salmon angling on the
Narraguagus was an advertised sport
in the 1930's, but when the first
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salmon was taken by . other than a
farmer's hay-handling
device is not
known. The sport fishery for salmon
probably started in the period following World War I and by 1948 was
firmly entrenched in the local economy.

ow WATER conditions and rising
temperatures plague the salmon
angler, and this is particularly true
on small rivers. Much of the fluctuation in the recorded catch of bright
salmon from the N arraguagus can
thus be attributed to angling conditions rather than a failure of a year
class to return to its natal river.
Catches of fewer than 30 fish occurred in 1955, 1957, and 1961.
The highest recorded catch was in
1959 when 167 fish were landed.
The average catch for the past 20
years is 63 fish.
A kelt fishery in the early spring
provides an additional harvest of
salmon from the N arraguagus River.
Kelts, the so-called "black" salmon,
are fish that have spawned and are
returning to the sea. Over the past
eight years, this fishery has yielded
a catch of approximately 75 fish
yearly.
Figures compiled by the Atlantic
Salmon Commission indicate that the
sport catch of salmon seldom exceeds
20 per cent of the ascending run in
any of Maine's rivers. Creel census
figures and trapping data on the Nar-
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raguagus lend support to this observation.
Bryant (1952), in Research Report No. 2, Atlantic Sea Run Salmon
Commission, compiled a list of the
spawning and nursery areas in the
N arraguagus River.
This study
shows that over half of the bottom
area of the N arraguagus and its
tributaries falls in the category ·of
mud and/or sand bottom type. Few
if any salmon are produced in such
areas.
Limited nursery area and
chronic low water conditions that
have prevailed in recent years have
combined to limit salmon production
in the N arraguagus River. Climatological cycles can not be altered, and
the building of additional nursery
area, although possible, is not considered economically feasible. However, salmon populations can be supplemented by the use of hatcheryreared stock. This management procedure is currently under evaluation
on the Narraguagus.
The stocking of hatchery-reared,
smolt-size fish in the spring has been
a yearly procedure since 1962. Results to date indicate this type of
stocking program can make a valuable contribution to the restoration
program for Atlantic salmon. Fish
are returning to the river in which
they were stocked, and they are being
taken in the sport fishery.
Low water periods regulate the
production of our streams by reducing the nursery area available to na-

tive populations and limiting smolt
production, regardless of water conditions for the rest of the year.
Hatchery fish released in this type of
environment compete with native
populations and do not result in
more fish being produced on a given
area. Therefore, any technique that
will increase the nursery area will in
turn increase smolt production.
One method of accomplishing this
is to increase water flows. This is
being done by the Salmon Commission on other streams where water
control structures, located at advantageous sites throughout a drainage,
tend to smooth the river flow by decreasing maximum and increasing
minimum flows. The storage of runoff waters
and metering them
throughout the remainder of the year
will increase the available nursery
area of the N arraguagus River.
In 1967, a bill was passed by the
103rd Legislature authorizing the
funds for construction of water control facilities on the Narraguagus
River. Engineering plans are complete, and construction is scheduled
for the 1968 field season. Although
the effects of these structures will not
be evident to the angler for several
years, he will be the ultimate beneficiary.
Maine's salmon restoration
program has again taken a major step
forward.

The Academy Pool at the head of
tide in Cherryfield.

The Porcupine_:__

By W. Sidney Howe
Game Biologist

WE travel the northern wildlands or the
scattered woodlots of suburbia, one of the members of Maine's wildlife family most commonly seen is the
porcupine. He and his close relatives frequent most of the
forested lands in North America, where he feeds the year
around on the bark, buds, and foliage of the trees of his
choice. Yet, to man, he is of little importance either as
an agent of destruction or as a forest asset. He might be
described as a woodland nonentity.
Much concern has been expressed over porcupine
damage to the forest crop, but when an appraisal was
made by a Maine timber company, it was found that the
value of timber destroyed was less than sixteen cents per
acre in areas where the porcupine population was the
highest. The porcupine is destructive around camps because he has an irresistible taste for salt. He will readily
chew on canoe paddles, canoe rails, axe handles, porch
steps, porch rails, and rubber tires; then, for the complete
discomfort of the camp owner, he will set about enlarging
the holes of the privy seats!
Owners of hunting dogs condemn the "hedgehog" for
peppering their canine associates with quills, and he is
cursed by state officials as being a source of agitation for
a bounty system, which has been proven ineffective. So
what does "porky" have going for him on his side? The
answer is, "Not much."
He is a source of easily accessible food for a lost person,
and, in the wintertime, he may contribute to the welfare
of the deer herd by dropping the tips of branches for the
deer to feed upon. The fact that his tail was used by
Indian maids to comb their long black tresses contributes
little toward his economic importance.
Porcupines usually breed in November and give birth
to one, rarely two, huge offspring in March. The offspring weighs about a pound when born, compared to the
one-half pound weight of the newborn bear cub. The
young are weaned in a week to ten days after birth and
accompany the mother for about six months, feeding on
the same food as the adult. The young are so precocious
that they begin to climb two days after they are born.
Quills are sharp at birth, over one-half inch long, and are
useful for defense within several days.
The porcupine does not hibernate; it dens up in rock
caves or hollow logs and trees during the wintertime. The
number of animals that use a den depends upon the
number of den sites in the area. He rarely travels over a
mile from the den site as he goes about feeding on hemlock, maple, aspen, and other tree species. Lily pads are
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one of his favorite summer foods. Bones and antlers are
considered a delicacy, too. He is an excellent swimmer,
and the hollow quills lend his body buoyancy.
His chief enemy is the fisher, and it has been observed
that the porcupine population decreases as the fisher
population builds up. Bobcats prey upon the porcupine
when food is scarce, and quills have been observed
throughout the body cavity of bobcat carcasses that have
been examined.
The quills are hollow and barbed and tend to move
about in the muscle tissue of the victim. E. T. Seton, the
noted naturalist, counted more than 36,000 quills on one
animal. The quills are constantly being replaced by new
ones so that this armament is never depleted. The porcupine relies upon his muscular tail to deliver the quills, and,
although a loose quill may sometimes fly, they are not
thrown in defense. The animals have complete control
over their quills and can lay them flat and harmless against
the body in a friendly gesture, just as they can erect them
in a defensive gesture.
The quills are white toward the base and black toward
the tip, giving the porcupine a black and white color effect
when the quills are raised.
Albino porcupines are not
extremely rare and, in this case, the quills are white their
entire length.
Audible noises made by "porky," particularly during
the mating season, have been described as sniffs, grunts,
mews, shrieks, and childlike cries.
The most common
noise is a chattering sound.
The meat of the porcupine is edible and considered by
some to be a delicacy. Why shouldn't it be? He is nearly
100 per cent vegetarian.
In 1967, the bounty on porcupine was removed. It had
accomplished little toward the control of the animal and
had cost the taxpayer a great amount of money. But,
as we continue to rationalize for the lonely porcupine's
value as a woodland asset, he will keep waddling along or
sitting sloth-like in the crotch of a tall tree, just not caring
why humans cannot explain his existence.
27
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· -~where~ A-re-the· Caribou?
-
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In December of 1963 twentythree
woodland caribou from
Newfoundland were released on
the slopes of Mount Katahdin.
Ever since the release of the caribou, biologists,
wardens, and
others kept a lookout for the
animals.
Wildlife experts believed that
these large members of the deer
family would spend the winter on
Maine's highest peak, range away
from it in the summer, and hopefully return to the mountain the
following winter.
The animals
spent that winter on the plateau
of Katahdin, ranged away in the
summer, but they didn't return
the following winter. Biologists
believe that the abundance of tree
lichens often found growing on
spruce, tamarack and other trees
of the area, provided sufficient
28

winter's food so that it was not
necessary for the animals to return to the mountain.
The animals were sighted in
various parts of Maine in 1964,
1965, and 196·6. One was seen in
1966 in Wellington Bay which is
about 70 air miles southwest of
Mt. Katahdin.
During 1967, a caribou which
had been held at the state game
farm and later released in Baxter
State Park was found, apparently
diseased, and was destroyed for
autopsy purposes.
While no verified sighting of
the animals has been made recently, the part of the state
where they would likely be could
conceal them for some time. The
honest answer to the question:
We don't know but we will continue to investigate all sightings.

Governor Kenneth M. Curtis
recently appointed Hayward W.
Higgins, Yarmouth, to succeed
Horace Bond on the Atlantic Sea
Run Salmon Commission. A longtime salmon fisherman, the new
commissioner is a graduate of
Bates College. For many years
he owned a starch business in
in northern Maine. Mr. Higgins
now owns and operates a motel in
Yarmouth.

License Fees
Resident
Hunting (under 16)
.
Hunting ( 16 and older)
.
Combination hunting and fishing
.
Fishing
.
Archery
.
Fishing: 3-day
.
(Exchangeable for season)

$ 1.00
3.75
6.75
3.75
5.25
4.50
.25

Nonresident
Big game (necessary for deer
and bear) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Small game . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Small game, junior (under 15)
Archery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fishing: season . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fishing: junior (under 16) . .
Fishing: 3-day . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fishing: 7-day . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fishing: 15-day . . . . . . . . . . .
(Exchangeable for season)

$30.25
I 5 .25
10.25
15.25
9.75
1.75
4.50
5.25
6.75
3.25

For other fees, please write to
the department
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Wildlife Quiz
1. What do the following have
in common: marten, sable, pine
marten?
2. Are f'ishways
dams?

desirable in all

3. How many litters of how
many young does the flying
squirrel produce each year?
4. Which Maine fish can spend
long periods out of water and
does so of its own volition?
5. Why are young
called precocious?

woodcock

6. How do the hares and weasels
change color? Do they grow new
fur, or does the fur actually
change color?
7. What is the common name of
the burbot, Maine's freshwater
cod?
8. Do all bald eagles have white
heads?
9. True or false: Building and
erecting duck nesting boxes is a
worthwhile project for sportsmen?
10. How many of the following
birds are related: chicken, grouse,
quail, turkey?
(Answers are on page 31)

Retriever Championship
The State of Maine will host one
of the biggest retriever events of
the year when the National
Amateur Retriever Championship
Stake is held in the Auburn, Poland Spring, and New Gloucester
area June 18th through 22nd.
Some 70 dogs-Labradors, Chesapeakes, and goldens-are
expected to be entered from all
areas of the U. S. and Canada.
Chairman Malcolm M. Filson, 45
Main Street, Ogunquit, Maine,
can provide further information.
Maine Fish and Game -
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MOOSEHEAD
LAKE
STUDY

Fishery biologist
Pete Bourque,
Rockwood,
and Art Shaw, Greenvil e,
take scale samples
and measure fish taken by icefishermen
at Moosehead.

The five-year study of Maine's
largest lake has just completed
its first year, and already, much
has been accomplished. One product of the project is the new
Moosehead survey map which is
now available
for 10 cents
through the Augusta office. During the summer of 1967, the lake
was sounded, water chemistry
and temperature
checks were
made, fish population estimates
were made, and anglers were
checked.
Preliminary
data from the
first year's work indicate that
the growth rate of Moosehead
fish has increased during ·the
past few years; that is, they are
growing more per year.
Some
interesting
information
turned
up reveals that summer fishermen were three times as successful as winter anglers. It took an
icef isherman three times as long
to catch a fish as it did an open
water fisherman.

Also, Fishery Biologist Roger
P. Auclair, in charge of the study,
says that the water of Moosehead
is just about as pure as distilled
water as far as mineral content is
concerned. He also noted that no
new species of fish have been
found, and the eels have disappeared.
Auclair believes the
Indian Pond dam is preventing
their migration from the Atlantic.
The Moosehead
project
is
slated to last for five years; however, fish stocked during the project will continue to be recovered
and thereby yield information for
about ten years.
Main·e Fish and Game occasionally prints letters of general interest. All letters must be signed,
though the name will be withheld
on request. We are always happy
to get your comments and are
especially interested in article
topic suggestions .
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Myron Smart Honored
Myron Smart of Milo, left, was
presented a certificate of recognition by the Northeast Section of
the Wildlife Society at the recent
Northeast Wildlife Conference in
Bedford, New Hampshire.
Alan
G. Loughery of the Canadian

Wildlife Service, right, made the
award, the citation of which
read : "Mr. Smart grew up in the
woods of northern Maine. As a
young man he made his living as
a woodsman, guide and trapper.
He was a game warden for several years and became a biology
aide in the Maine Game Division
about twenty years ago.
"He has, over the years, trained
many Departmental biologists in
woodsmanship.
He has been, in
a large part, responsible for the
successful program of establishing new wildlife marshes through
trapping, releasing, and controlling beaver. His skill as a trapper
has been a major factor in the
successful studies of beaver, fisher and bear.
The number of
times his opinions are sought by
his co-workers is a tribute to his
knowledge of and experience with
wildlife."

LAST MINUTE NOTES
The 1968 boating season got off to.a tra.gic start when five of a
party of six drowned in late April when their boat capsized on
Umbagog Lake. Warden SCUBA divers were called to recover the
bodies.
Six adults in a 14-foot boat on rough water was the fatal
combination.
A Sportsmen's Congress was held May 4 at the University of Maine
in Orono.
Commissioner Speers and other Department members
explained some of the current projects, the financial situation,
and plans for future projects. About 75 sportsmen from all OJ"er
the state had a chance to ask questions and talk individually with
Department staff members.
Early season fishing reports are good from just about all sections
of the state, with good action and some nice catches reported.
Three new publications are available from the Augusta office.
The
Penobscot Model River report has been revised and reprinted, through
the courtesy of the Penobscot County Conservation Association.
Fishways of Maine, by former Chief Engineer Laurence F. Decker,
describes the various kinds of fishways built in Maine and
explains the hows and whys of fish passage facilities.
Th! cost
of the fishway booklet is 25¢, as is Fishery Management of the
Androscoggin River, by Fishery Biologist Stuart E. DeRoche.
Bear hunters did very well in Maine in 1967.
Game Division Chief
Kenneth W. Hodgdon says about 1,000 bruins were taken. That's
several hundred above the previous year's harvest and not much
below the all-time record, established back when bounties were
paid on bear. All bear kills must be reported to the Commissioner
on forms available from any game warden.
Usually, the Department game farm at Gray takes in young animals
picked up by well meaning people who think they've been abandoned
by their mothers.
But this year, the practice has had to be
halted because of the rabies outbreaks in several parts of the
state.
More than ever, the b~st advice is: Leave wildlife babies
alone; more than likely, the mother isn't far away and will return
to her youngsters.
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Two Promoted
Fish and Game Commissioner
Ronald T. Speers has named John
L. Ketner, Jr., (right, above)
Farmingdale, chief engineer for
the Department.
John will succeed Larry Decker who retired
recently.
As chief engineer, Ketner will
supervise the design and construction of fishways, fish hatcheries, and other major department projects.
The new chief engineer is a
native of Northport, studied civil
engineering at the University of
Maine, and was with the Maine
State Highway Commission prior
to joining Fish and Game in 1956.
Ketner is married to the former
Heloise Heald of Belfast. They
have two children, Charles and
Laurence.
Howard "Skip" Spencer,
(left,
above) Hampden, has been promoted to the post of Assistant
Chief of the Game Division.
Spencer, who joined the Department in 1952 as Regional Game
Biologist
in Farmington,
has
served as Waterfowl Research
Leader since 1954. He studied
wildlife management at the University of Maine and Utah State
University.
As assistant chief
Spencer will work with Garn~
Division Chief Kenneth Hodgdon
in the administration
of the
state's wildlife programs.
Spencer is the author of several
wildlife publications and a frequent contributor to Maine Fish
and Game magazine.
He and his wife, the former
Margaret Overhults of Glenwood
Springs, Colo., are the parents of
eight children.
Maine Fish and Game -
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New Regulations
for Fishermen
and Boaters

Two Leave
Robert S. Rupp, fishery research
biologist, resigned recently to accept a position as director of the
computer center at the Jackson
Memorial Laboratories in Bar
Harbor.
Rupp, who joined the
Fish and Game Department as a
regional
fishery
biologist
in
Farmington in 1952, has perhaps
been best known for his work
in brook trout evolution and the
trout pond studies at Jo Mary
and Johnston Ponds.
He studied wildlife conservation and zoology at the University
of Maine and worked with the
University of California and the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Bob and his wife, Jane, and
their two children plan to live in
Seal Harbor.
Salmon
Commission
Biologist
Richard E. Cutting, Orono, resigned recently to accept the position of senior fishery biologist
with the Canadian Department of
Fisheries in St. Johns, Newfoundland.
Cutting, who joined the
Salmon Commission in 1955, has
played a major role in the Penobscot River restoration project
and the Narraguagus River water
control project.
Dick, a native of St. Johnsbury,
Vt., received his bachelor's and
master's degrees from the University of Maine. He is married
to the former Patricia Dore of
Orono. They have four children.

New bag limits for trout, togue,
salmon, and bass are in effect
this year. The 103rd Legislature
reduced the bag limit on those
species to twelve daily in Aroostook County and eight daily in the
rest of the state.
Also changed was the opening
of brook fishing season in Aroostook County. Fishing opens there
in brooks and streams naturally
free of ice on May first, for all
fish other than bass.
Another important change requires that all motorboats (no
longer only those large enough to
be registered) shall carry at least
one U. S. Coast Guard approved
life saving device for each person
aboard.

OLD 5HOES DON'T MATCH
TROUT IH THE PAN •••
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2. No. In many cases a f'ishway is
neither necessary nor desirable because the water above the dam is
unsuitable habitat for the fish living below the dam, or the species
has sufficient habitat below the
dam and the area above is fully
Maine Fish and Game -
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utilized by resident species. Also
there are special circumstances
which must be examined such as
the carp infestation of Merrymeeting Bay. If a fishway were built
in the Augusta dam, the carp
would be able to move farther up
the Kennebec drainage.

Wildlife Quiz
All are common names for the
American sable or marten whose
numbers are increasing in Maine.

Warden Bryan Buchanan, East
Corinth, has been promoted to
warden specialist according to
Chief Warden Maynard F. Marsh.
Warden Buchanan, a native of
Milford, and a University of
Maine graduate, is qualified as an
expert by many Maine courts in
the identification of game meat,
hair, and blood.
Buchanan joined the Warden
Service in 1961. He is married
to the former Joyce Merrill of
Lagrange and they have one
daughter, Brenda.

MOVING?

/ Tidy' s Tidings /

Answers to

1.

Buchanan
Promoted
to Warden
Specialist

3.

One litter of usually three or four
is produced each year.

4.

The American eel has been known
to leave the water and make its
way across dry land to get around
a dam.
Young of the American woodcock
fly two weeks after birth and are
full grown in 25 days.

5.

If you are ~ovin.g, please drop
us a hoe and give both your pres~nt mailing address (exactly as
it appears on your mailing label)
and your new one, including zip
code.s. We must have this information at least four weeks in advance of the next publication
date. The magazine is· not forwa~ded automatically,
and undehverable copies are not returned to us.

6.

As the seasons change, new fur
grows and the old fur is shed.

7.

The cusk, found in many of our
deep lakes and some streams, is
a member of the cod family.

8.

No. Immature birds less than
three to five years old do not have
the distinctive white head f eathe rs.

9.

True, but they must be built in
the proper manner, predator
guards must be installed, and they
must be cleaned out each winter.

10. All members of the order Golliformes-the last three commonly called upland game birds.
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PRELIMINARY

REPORT:

Maine Hunting, 1967
By Kenneth W. Hodgdon
Chief, Game Division

RECORDS indicate that a few more
hunters, both residents and non-residents,
bought licenses in 1967 than in 1966, and it is likely
that a few more were afield.
Deer were especially in the news because of a
fear by some that the population was down, and the
subsequent shortening of the season when the 103rd
Legislature established two zones to replace the
four which had been in effect for four years. Actually, the new seasons (November 1-30 south of the
CPRR tracks and October 15 to the first Saturday
after Thanksgiving north of the tracks) allowed 15
per cent less hunting time than in 1966. However,
with a better than usual winter, better weather in
the '67 hunting season, and more area with tracking
snow, the final kill figure, 34,701 (including 14 by
bow and arrow) , was satisfactory and very close to
predictions. In some areas, the snow became crusty
and made hunting very noisy. Based on previous
experience, we know that the kill would have been
higher if hunting had not been curtailed, but how
much greater is a question difficult to answer. Our
game kill questionnaire will provide further information on deer and other species of game.
The interest in bear hunting has increased, and so
did the kill in '67. These animals are becoming
more valuable from the hunting standpoint, and
several areas are capitalizing on it by catering to
bear hunters. There has been some talk of establishing a limit of one bear per· hunter, no trapping, and
not allowing cubs to be taken.
Rabbits are much-sought game animals with nearly all emphasis on the snowshoe hare. Only the
southwestern corner of the state (as far north as
Augusta) has any cottontails. The earlier tracking
snows may have helped some rabbit hunters in
November, but the prolonged cold snap in midDecember kept some hunters_ at home. Generally,
reports of good rabbit hunting came from all areas
EPARTMENT
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of the state, and a good supply has been observed in
many areas since the season closed.
Woodcock censuses showed a good population of
these migrants in the spring, and reports during the
hunting season showed that the birds summered well.
The only area of spotty results was in eastern Maine.
The waterfowl season was chosen as a split season totalling 45 days (October 7 - November 11, and
December 11-19) with a three-bird daily limit, only
two of which could be black ducks. A special black
duck season (December 20 - January 2) with a twobird daily limit was authorized in the same coastal
area as last year.
The best hunting for most hunters occurred at
the first of the season, but some gunners had good
luck at other times (and in secret places) including
the last half of the regular season and during the
special black duck season. About one-fourth fewer
hunters were issued Special Black Duck Season permits in 1967 than in 1966. The supply of ducks and
geese was good. The first season was warm, and
the last season was generally stormy or cold.
Foxes, raccoons, fishers, and bobcats were also
hunted by small numbers of hunters, and good success was reported in most cases. These animals are
also eligible to be trapped, and the bobcat still is on
the bounty list, so it is difficult to measure hunting
success for these species. The lynx is now completely
protected in Maine.
All in all, 1967 was a good year for the hunter in
Maine.
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OF THE

MAINE BOATING

LAW

Boaters in the State of Maine are reminded to be sure their craft are properly
registered, equipped, and operated as required by the Maine Boat Law, highlights
of which are listed here. For full details of the law or to register your boat, contact
the Bureau of Watercraft Registration and Safety, State Office Building, Augusta,
Maine 04330. NOTE: These laws are for 1968. Boat laws are subject to change and
should be checked annually.

1.

Maine's boat law is federally approved. Boats driven by machinery of over 10
horsepower must be registered and properly display assigned number on bow of
craft. License is good for three year period. Certificate of property tax payment on watercraft secured from tax collector in town of residence must accompany each application to register.

2.

Boats validly registered in other states having a federally approved law (all
states except New Hampshire, Washington, and Alaska) can operate for a 90 day
period without licensing in Maine.

3.

All motorboats, registered or not, must carry Coast Guard approved life saving devices. All registered boats must display lights and carry necessary safety equipment such as life preservers, fire extinguishers and other equipment in compliance with federal laws and regulations. All other boats must display at least a
single white light while operating between sunset and sunrise.

4.

Boating accidents must be reported to Bureau of Watercraft
Safety.

5.

Operation to endanger persons or property,
hibited.

6.

Prudent and reasonable speed is required within 200 feet of shoreline.

7.

Water skiing requires observer and operator in tow boat; no skiing within 200
feet of shoreline except to launch or discharge skier; no skiing 112 hour after sunset to 112 hour before sunrise; skier must wear a flotation device.

8.

No person under 12 years of age shall operate a boat of more than 10 horsepower unless under the immediate supervision of a person who is at least 16
years of age.

Registration

or in a reckless manner,

ENJOY MAINE'S WATERS SAFELY

and

is pro-

